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Staff Elects
Athon/Danie
And Caldwell
Evelyn Aubry, Atlanta, was
named editor of the Colonnade for
next year at the staff elections
held last week. Her associate will
be Lucy Caldwell, Smyrna.
The business staff is headed-by
Frances Daniel, Orlando, Fla.
Avlona Athon, Macon, was unanimously re-elected as advertising manager. Eltye Vaughn
Burge, Atlanta, was re-elected
exchange editor. Betty Shell,
Griffin, was named circulation
manager, and Elia'beth Lucas,
Reynolds, assitant manager.
Completing the editorial s*t'aff
are Marion Arthur, Albany, feature editor; Betty Holloway, Atlanta, Jeane Armour, Columbus.
and Mary Kethley, Decatur, news
editors.
All the members of the editorial
staff, with the exception of the
editor, were added to the staff at
various times during the year as
"interne" reporters, an experiment carried on by the editors to
allow . freshmen to serve iheir
interneship before becoming funpledged j staff members.
Evelyn Aubry succeeds Betty
Reed, Gainesville, with whom
she has served as associate editor
for the past two years. Her first
position was that of news editor.
(Continued on page sixteen))

S e n i o r s Present : U n .if o rm Par ad e
Features Day's
Annua! Musical
Entertainment
ComedyMay 6
It was discovered following the
presentation of the senior musical
comedy. "The Sweetest Girl in
Town," Wednesday night that we
have been entertaining actors—
real actq/rs—unawares for quite
some time.
Four -of the members of the
cast, in particular, showed decided dramatic talent. Only two cf
them. Caroline Ridley and Sara
Calhoun, had ever attracted any
particular attention. But following the play, all who witnessed
it were forced to offer much
praise to Martha Williams, Grantville, Harriett Mincey, Warthen,
and Misses Ridley and Calhoun.
Martha, as the "sweetest girl5',
was a decided hit in her dramatic debut o>: any importance. Sara
Calhoun, as the scheming mother,
rich and proud—too proud to
admit, that her riches had came
from her husband's mustardmaking ability, and Ridley, as
Mrs. Lotta Doe, were absolute
riots. Harriett Mincey, as Dr.
Quack, almost panicked the actors as well as the audience.
But one little girl, Mabelle
Swan, from Brunswick, almost
stole the show from the actors
with her absurd song-and-dance
numbers. Mabelle is the "tops"
when it comes to comedy.
Others in the cast who were all
(Continued on u.ire sixteen)
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Cartoon Courtesy of Brewer ton, Atlanta Journal.
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The Parade of Uniforms will be
perhaps the most, interesting of
the features planned,for . today
when the eight hundred visitors
expected arrive for .the trird Parents Day celebration... The Parade will feature,-the. -uniforms
worn here, from 1891.\ on up to
the time they were discarded.
Faculty alumnae members will
model the uniforms,' according to
Miss Maggie Jenkins, -vice-president of the alumnae association.
Completing this part of the
program will be clothes what the
well-dressed young college girl o-f
1936 wears en all occasions. Home
economics students will stage the
modern fashion show.
Also scheduled for the day's
entertainment will be a skit put
on the several members of the
senior class, depicting rules,
regulations, and trials undergone
by the students entering G. S. C.
W. in 1932; a Dutch dance put on
by a number of Bell hall students; a dramatic skit staged by
the Jesters, and a musical group
put on the string quartet.
These taking part in the different parts cf the program are
(Continued on pasre fifteen)

Club Sponsors
Parent?' Day
3rd Time
' The Granddaughters
Club,
sponsor cf one of the most outstanding entertainments cf the
entire school year, was organized
in 1933 by the Alumnae Association of the college. The membership of the club includes students whose mothers attended G.
S. C. W. There are about seventy-five members this year.J
The officers are Ala Jo Brewton, Vidalia, president; Rosa Blue
Williams. Buena Vista, vice-president; Frances Manning, Barnwell. S. C ' secretary; Elizabeth
Lucas, Reynolds, treasurer. Mis?
Maggie Jenkins, vice-president o'1"
the .alumnae association is the
club adviser.
The members of the club arc
Louise Alford, Milledgeville; Helen Adams, Decatur; Isabelle Allen. Social Circle; Ruby. Jo Armstrong, Hazelhurst; Elizabeth Ann
Am rid, Gainesville; ' Leonora
Bacon. Plains; Margaret ' Barksdale, Conyers: Marion Bell, Hoschton; Eleanor Berry, ..Orlando,
Fla.; Mary. Biles, Decatur; Mary
Elizabeth Bohanon, Eastman; Virginia Baston, Milledgeville; Ala
Jo Brewton, Vidalia; •Priscilla
(Cr-itinnecl oni page fifteen) "

MISS MAGGIE JENKINS
Vice-President of the Alumnae
Association, who was in charge
of all arrangements for today.

Herty Medal To
Be Awarded
On May 16
On May 16th, the annual Herty
Day, sponsored by the Chemistry
Department of this college, will
be cbservied'. This is a day set
aside to honor some person who
is rendering some splendid service in the field of chemistry
either through successful research
or through outstanding service in
teaching of this subject.
On this occasion, as is the custom, the Charles Herty Medal
will be awarded to the person
who has been so recognized. The
actual selection of the recipient
and the presentation of the medal is carried out through the
Georgia Section of the American
Chemical Society, in cooperation
with ether local sections of this
Society within, the states of Virginia, West Virginia.;, Tennessee,
Nci'th Carolina, South Carolina.
Georgia, Florida. Alabama, and
Mississippi. Dr. J. Sam Guy, professor cf Chemsitry at Emory University, is chairman of the Central Committee.
This year the committee for selection has awarded the Herty
jMedal to Dr. Walter Hoge MacIntire, Tennessee, for his work in
the 'field of Agricultural Chemistry. Dr. Maclntire was graduated from North Carolina State
College, received his M. S. from
the Pennsylvania State College
and his Ph. D1. from'Ccrnell Univerrity. He has been ^chemist at
North Carolina State Laboratory
of Hygiene; connected with the
Pennsylvania State College . in
Soil Chemistry; Soil Chemist and
Head cf the Department of Chemistry; at the University of Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
(Ccntim-ed on page fifteen)

Mere than .eight- hundred, guests
aie expected today for the third
annual Parents'- Day celebration
at G. S. C, W. Acceptances to the
Pinvitati.cns sent 'bv :'.the alumnae
association from people from all
parts of ; Georgia.;., and. . several
neighboring states. •
The speaker for the chapel e«' ercises-this morning,at 10:30, will,
be Professor R..L. Ramsey, principal cf the Fulton High school, At-'
lanta. 'The- honor., guest for. the
day will be Mrs. W. Y. 'Atkinson,
wife cC the man who introduced:
the-bill in the legislature which
created this school.;
Guests are expected-to arrive
shortly after- nine; o'clock. -.Regis-;tratien, booths will, be-. placed • on
the front porch of Parks -.hall, and.
all visitors are asked to register
as soon as they, arrive- on, thecampus. Granddaughters will bein charge of registration.
The feature entertainment of
the day will be held after dinner,
on- the front campus. The Uniform.
Review will be: the • main feature
at'that time. .Other things- sche-.,'
duled for the afternoon are a dra--.,
matic skit by the Jesters, a'Dutch
dance number.by Bell hall, girls,
a skit by the senior,class, a cash-;
(Continued-on pace fifteen)'

• •:W, Oakev
To Speak
Tune 7 \
The speaker, at the , baeculau- .
reate sermon on June 7th will'be.
Rev. R. W. Oakey, pastor of the
Presbyterian church d? Milledge-ville.
Other plans: for the graduation
exercises were not available when,
the •.Colonnade went to press, but,
the speaker for the exercises on
June 8 will be announced at an'
early date.
Plans for the seniors call for
a number of entertainments given
in their honor, as we'll as several
affairs given by the members of
the graduating class.- •
Beginning! the 'entertainments.,
for the seniors will be the affair
given by the sophomores. on. May .
16. Following this will b e thejunior-senior entertainment .-era '..
May 23.. and the senior dance on..
June 5.
Oilier highlight!.-; . of .the .wetak, .
preceding the graduation exer-„
cises will be the spring produe-,
tion by the Jesters, "The. ,Liate;
Christopher Bean," the high.---.
relic:I graduation, exercises -on
Junt 4. and the senior class day
en June 6, followed by the ,baca- ,
laureate sermon, on,' June 7 and,,
the firi'al' exercises''1en"June 8th.-
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Welcome Parents
The long-awaited day has arrived and
the students and. faculty members of the
Georgia State College for Women have
another chance to show their school, their
activities • and ' policies to the eight hundred visitors expected today.
•Since this time last year, we have been
waiting for this day, the occasion of the
the third Parents'' Day celebration, to roll
around. .And now that it has come, there
seems : to be so. little to say—other'than
"Welcome." But that one little word embodies more than the mere definition given
.by.the. august Mr. Webster, because this
"Welcome" is really that, in the sincerest
,...way, and in a most personal way, too.
The Parents' Day observation, intigated
two years ago has come to be one of the
happiest events of the year. It gives the
students an opportunity to bring together
their parents and teachers, to introduce
their parents to different phases of the
campus life, and to let them see how things
are, run:
:
!! *•'"'
It gives students a peculiar pleasure to
make their parents acquainted with things
they have known about only through letters before. The editorial staff of the
Colonnade has reprinted in today's paper
of the recent stories c: campus elections
for' the benefit -of the parents, and also
for the students.
We think the idea of an annual Parents'
Day is most unique, and a most interesting one. Very few colleges have such a
celebration, but the idea, is fast gaining
in popularity and several southern colleges, in particular, have sponsored such
an affair this spring or are planning one
for the next week or so.
The credit for the first Parents' Day
celebration go|es to Miss Lc«ise Smifch,
president of the alumnae association. It
was under her direction that the affair
was started and has been continued.
Particular praise should be given to
IVTiBs Maggie Jenkins, vice-president df the
agsociatkm, under whose direction this
year's affair has been. Others who have
worked untiringly have been the officers
and members of the Granddaughters club,
the. student council committees, the directors of the skits, and all the persons who
wiii take part in the entertainments
throughout ..the day.
Again,,we: welcome the parents of the
G..S. C, W. student^ and hope that they
get as much pleasure from the day as
we are anticipating.

"A-Golfing We Will Go"

Staff Notes

FOR SOME WEEKS
we have been looking forward to this
third Parents' Day and now it has come,
and it looks like there will be more visitors present than ever before. According
to the acceptances received by the invitation committee, most of the fond mammas and papas will be here with bells on.
It will bring much pleasure and enjoyThe whole idea of an annual Parents'
ment to the students and faculty. It's a
Day is entirely unique, and we want to
grand form cf entertainment and gives
congratulate the persons who started the
one such an important Reeling to make
whole idea.
the statement that "I've been out playTHIS BEING THE BIGGEST
ing a few holes of golf!" It is a wholeColonnade that has ever been published
seme form of recreation and seems to be
at this school, we must call your attenaccepted universally as being the socially
tion to the fact. Until last Parents' Day,
important game! Who knows—-cne can
the largest paper that had been publishnever tell—we might even discover some
ed here was eight pages—and the one last
budding champions on the campus. And
May 10 was twelve pages.l Nothing would,
after all, where is a more logical place to
do except to increase this year's special
learn to play the game than at college''
issue to sixteen pages. There has been
We think its add smuch to the alluring
quite a bit of work attached to getting
aspects of the college itself.
such a pondorous publication out, but it
We who are so much in favor of an
has been pleasant, too. It has shown us
"integrated program" for our school—
what we could do, and also let us include
worthwhile work tempered with wholeenough of the recent news of interest for
some play—feel that in its process of
parents to see how their daughters are
growth the school is progressing fast and
progressing.
well. It might well be pointed .out as a
WHAT QUALITIES
significant factor in the progress' of our
men prefer in :women. was given: - here
college, aside from being considered just
recently, but we've found some more hints,
one more way to entertain ourselves, ft
so we're passing them on. "To them that
shows that we are growing, both in ideas
has," more power to you. "To them that
and in size, and there can certainly be
hasn't," perhaps this will help:
nothing more satisfying than to realize
Some college men prefer red-heads to
that our college is not the sort that reblondes,
or brunettes, hamburgers to camains stationary and unchanging. 'We are
viar, and politics or law to.bull fighting
glad that the officials realize - the heed
or postal;clerking as a• life work.-- for play as well as work and" that .'they
A-questionnaire also-revealed that the'
•know healthful recreation makes" for a'
men:
well-rounded personality and production,
Dislike co-eds (or any other gals) who
in the end, of a poised, balanced indivitelephone them.
dual. We appreciate the'fact that they
Admit they would marry a girl for her
are striving to give us the best.
money..
. . - . . ,
Our progress has, to us, been seemingWould
'"date"
their
best friend's girl
ly rapid. We have our individual sports,,
with ,a, clear conscience.
our groups games, our tennis courts,,our
Prefer symphony concerts to jazz.
archery. JThen came the era of the 'swim- .
.Prefer.
Greta! Garbo -and Shirley Temple,
mirig pool; for which we are' ' certainly
to Havelock Ellis and Nicolas Murray
, d;uly grateful. Now we have added to,-our
•Butlers
•••'
- - - •••-'- --- - ; , •'—• ,--'• varied program of recreation" golfv.'anciHope to die of a' broken heart, looking
that seems ,to -round out. the ,prq'granv\
with
disfavor upon dying by earthquakes,
perfectly. And it doesn't seem reasonable
electric
chair, falling down steps, slipping
that there would be one 'person on the
on a banana peel, and most of all, by
campus who wouldn't "point with pride"
hanging.
(and probably a feeling of superiority) to
(The editor will be glad to supply tho
the G. S. C. W. golf course!
name of the school from whence came
There's another thing, too. Our life for
these opinions, upon receipt of a selfnine months is centered almost completely
addressed postal card.)
on this campus, with no opportunity to
POWER
OF THE FAIRER SEX ' [ "
stretch out and live elsewhere. It is an adis increasing in America, so "they" say.
vantage that the golf-cojurjGe is off the
Women today already control threecampus. It adds interest and is now
fourth df its jobs. Also there are as many,
quite an attractive feature of Nesbitt
millionairesses as millionaires for women
Woods—it might even be called the most
are beneficiaries of 80 per cent of life inattractive feature. We will admit, Nesbitts
surance policies and 65 percent of all savis the ideal setting for any form of enterings accounts are in women's names.
tainment and particularly is it the ideal
setting for a golf course, both from the
fifty per cent of all stocks are owned by
standpoint of beauty and also use.
women.
Women do not necessarily pass thenThe students are grateful and enthusiwealth' on to men, as 64 per cent of them
astic over having a place to learn to play
leave their estates to persons of their own
the game they have so much heard about
sex.
but have never had a chance to learn.
American college graduates average 3,It really increases one's social prestige a
584 women to 1,943 men each year, Some
great deai! And then there are those who
$52,000,000,000
of $92,000,000,000 earned
really know how to play, and we can supannually in this country is spent by wopose that they are doubly grateful; bewen, and in California, the net income
cause anybody that knows the game must
earned by women is $660,592,000.
of necessity love it.
Gone are the days when the fairer sex
So again, and sincerely, we express our
stayed at home, and kept house and were
gratitude for our golf eoure, the opporfeminine,
sweet, and nothing else—not
tunity it gives to us, the impetus it gives
even content.
to recreation, and the added desirability
it gives to the college.
terward,
•'" ?
:
The seniors deserve much credit both
for the amusement they provided and for
the motive behind the play. It's nice to
>emor Play
think that the proceeds from that play will
And again we have had demonstrated
go toward bringing some ...girl here who
befoi*e our "very eyes the fact that there
may, perhaps, take part in the successor
of the annual Senior play!
can be hidden talent in a place like this.
The lines in themselves were exceedWe really werenf.t of Jthle opinion that
ingly clever and spoken as they were
there could be anything hidden for long
proved doubly so. The songs were quite
at G. S. C. W. The truth will out, though,
attractive" and added just the right touch.
and now we have found again people who
Again—congratulations to the energetic
can so direct and act a play as to pro[vide an evening's deliglhtful ,'enteittainseniors who could give us hilarious momment and a topic for much discussion afents!
The golf course is open for use! And it
seems to be in order that we thank the
Powers That Be 'ior giving us the opportunity to learn and play a real game. Because it is a wonderful opportunity and itmight well be considered a great stride
for the school to have made.

Phillipa Kolum
It seems that this week of little or no gossip was very opportune—I can't say anything much
abcut anybody dn account of
maybe it would embarrass them
L! their mammas and papas knew
ii. But to be truthful, and not deceitful, the whole reason why
there is not going to be much
gossip—if any—this week, is
that there is none, really.
But I really can't let this slip
by. I was told by a certain person to put something in this
"kolum" about a 6:40 A. M. telephone call received by Joan Butler. But it so happens that I
found out that that person was
the one who got the call, and she
made some rath'er classic ' remarks, and some not so classic.
It seems that Catherine Mallory
got a call one morning at 6:40 A.
M., and the maid told her it was
Miss Adams. Mallory knew Miss
Adams was in Macon, and she
wondered and wondered what the
dickens Miss Adams wanted with
her at that time of day. Anyway,
she went to the phone, and Joan
in. the meantime (she rooms with
Mallory): turned over aind very
ungallantly-said "Oh, I guess it is
just—out on a,drunk."; (She mentioned one • otf the ; more august
persons around, and we'd never
dare to print his name—not even
repeating what Joan said.)
Oh, yes, I have a new pome,
and it's good. You've all heard
that famous ditty:
"Mother, may I go out to
swim?"
"Yes, my darling daughter,
But don't you dare
Go near the water."
Well, this is a. new version:
"Mother, may I go out to swim?"
"Yes, my darling daughter.
But run like hell when you don
that suit
And dive right in that water."
How's that?
Cutie Sutton can't seem to remember that she's a dignified
senior, even at a tea given in
honor of the seniors. Anyway,
Cutie got excited or something
at the tea Saturday given for the
seniors, and fell down three
times. What's wrong, Cutie, not
more new shoes?
Dr. Bcesen gets the prize for
the Bright Idea of the Week. He
found a dog recently, and it was
all alone, with not a soul, in other
words, unaccompanied. And what
do you think he named it? Yeah,
"A Cappella." Gosh, how'd he
get so smart?

WELCOME
. S. C. W. Parents
The Student Organizations, Faculty Members
And Administrative Of fktrs Of The

State Gollege for Women
Extend a Cordial Welcome to the Parents and
Other Visitors of the G. S. C. W. Students
On this Third Parents'Day

J. L. BEESON, President, Emeritus
HOY TAYLOR, Dean of Administration

ELIZABETH GARBUIT, Freshman Class
ALA JO BREWTON, Granddaughters Club

ETHEL ADAMS, Dean of Women

LOUISE SMITH, Alumnae Association

E. H. SCOTT, Registrar

VIRGINIA SHOUSE, Geography Club

L S. FOWLER, Bursar

ELIZABETH BURKE, College Orchestra

CATHERINE MALLORY, College Goverment

PITTS ALLEN, Health and Physical Ed. Club

MYRA JENKINS, Y. W. C. A.

RUTH CASTEEL, Math Club

ROBBIE ROGERS, Recteation Association

Ridley seems to inspire some
people to motherly acts or something—when she went to Augusta recently, some fair lady there
at the Woman's club meeting
greeted her with a kiss on the
forehead "because she looked like
she needed a motherly salutation."

MILDRED WATSON, Spectrum

Mary Lillian Murphey has been
accusing some peojple of 'eavesdropping on some of her deep
dark secrets which she seems
to have a talent for revealing
some time after 11:30 at night.
But, gosh, if you could hear what
M. L. and Martha Phillips talk
about sotme times, you'd listen,
too. I know.

JULIETTE BURRUS, Junior Class

PHILLIPA

i l
f

JOAN BUTLER, Sophomore Class

GUY H. WELLS, President

BETTY REED, Colonnade

•

MARTHA HALE, Literary Guild
EDITH TANNER, Biology Club

.•*'
BARLICE SALTSMAN, History Club

SARA JANE DECK, Corinthian
CAROLINE RIDLEY, Senior Class

VIRGINIA SMITH, International Relations Club

MARY L. MURPHEY, Home Ec. Club

Pi;.

SARAH OWEN, Chemistry Club
EDNA LATTIMORE, Jesters

. .»
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Mrs. Sibley Speaks
To Wrens Kiwanis

puilt

esters
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Following the organization of
a dramatic club three years ago
dramatic productions have play| ed an important part in the life ei
•"For the
md. ume Uns •jar, ' tite campus. Before that time. th>;
faculty members will take the only work in dramatic art was
lejtding male oi.es m a drai.ri.ano offered through one department
production giver. !.iy
the .Jesters of the Y. W. C. A., with students
h
. j
wjion the spring play, "The t a l e in charge.
If
was
clue
to
the
enthusiasm
will be offerChristopher
of the present head of the Jestec? May 29th.
ers. Catherine Mallory. and a
^Rehearsals were started Tj\\'4'l
rmer president. Marion Hartswicks ago with Mrs. Max Noah. , h c m < [h^{ f n e d u b w a s o r g a n i z .
drjamatic coach, directing. Cath ed as a separate organization and
ei-jno Mallory, Savannah, is assist dramatics became an important
ar$ director.
phase of campus life.

| Lhnstopher bean

Some Typical Campus Scenes at G. S. C. W.

Mrs. Martha Sibley, supervisor
cf the cadet teachers of G. S. C.
W.. was the guest speaker at the
meeting cf the Wrens Kiwanis
club recently. Immediately following her talk at Wrens. Mrs.
Sibley gave a talk to the Ter.nilif:Kiwanis club.
Mrs. Sibley speke on "Fads and
Frills of Education.** .She gave
some highlights on improvement.^
being made in the state's education program, and also some of
the phases of her own work cf
supervising about twenty girls
teaching in different cities.
She is a reccgnied authority or
. ,
W.'C. CAPEL
teaching, and was added to the
MAX NOAH
;.> Professor of Social Science. who faculty last:winter quarter when
Of the Music Department, who
will also appear in "The Late the cadet teaching experiment will take the leading role in the
Christopher Bean."
j was begun.
TCV; Jester play.

For the first time this year the
JThe cast is composed of the
following:
Margaret
Sullivan, students have ;ha'd. a ' full-timer
Mil)edgevilie, as Abby, the "help" coach. Mrs. Max Noah was added
of* the Haggatts; Max Noah, Mil-- to the faculty., last ..siyjnmer as
lejgeville, as I>r, Haggatt; Oline dramatic, W u c f p r . ' | | J | : : ; | i 4 ^ f f i l j
Tll«ii;pe, Macon., as Susan Haggatt,
A new feature of the club tin's
the youngest daughter; Elizabeth year was having try-outs for stuGijvbutt, Albany, as Mrs. Hag- j QGnts to be eligible for membergait; Millie Mos« , Chicago, as S s h ; p - Fi f ty w e r e added to the cltm
Acja Haggatt, the older daughter; at the first of the year, and other,
Wj C. Capel, Milledgeville, as have been added since that time
Warren Creamer, the village
The ^officers are Catherine Malpajnter; Sidney McGee,*Milledge- lory, Savannah.' president; Edna
vilK as.TaUenV/W;'--:G.' Salley, Lattimore. Savannah, vice-presi- j
HfijncdgeviUe, as, Rosen; Earl dent; Grace Collar, Atlanta, secreWijlden, Milledgeville, as Max- tary Margaret Garbutt. Albanj
well Davenport..
treasurer.

'3^

TT ^

\.

The Jesters have added man,
new things, to the campus, the
most outstanding being the building of the Little Theater in Chappell hall, which was' formalh
cper.ed earlier in the year 'with,
a series of plays by a group at
dramatic students. The Little
Theater has been used for th">
presentation o: numbers, of plays
since that time.
The Jesters were also respom
•5
'"The Late Chrisbcpher Bean" sible for the addition of ne^
is a three-act comedy by Sidney dressing rooms behind the stage
.Howard. The entire plot is con- in the auditorium.
cerned with one mad scramble
after another, particularly for
the paintings by the late Mr.
Bean, who, like most artists, remains unrecognized until after
his-death.

The selection of faculty members for the leading male roles
in ;"The Late Christopher Bean"
wap due to the great success of
'the! winter production of. the Jes'terp, "A Bill of Divorcement".
^Heretofore, students have taken
.'the"! male roles, except in one install ce when cadets from the
..Georgia Military College were in
'the*; cast.

Teachers Play
.e Roles
Winter Play

The play will be given in the
college auditorium on May 29, at
eigh't-thirty o'clock. Following
the' winter offering ictf the Jesters which was so wol.l~recei.ved,
stuclerts and faculty members are
eagerly awaiting the "Late Christopher Bean."

Commerce' Club
Elects New
Offi *s
Elections for the officers of the
Commerce Club for next yearwere held at a moating of the
d u b Friday
afternoon,
with
Jeanc Armour, Columbus, being
chosen as president.
G'ther ofifcers are Prances
Manning, Barnwell, S, C , vicepresident, Charlotte Howard, C'edar^ewn, secretary; Dot Botdorf,
Decatur, treasurer.
"Members of the commerce club
are, those students majoring i'n
secretarial science; Dr; E, G, Cornelius is adviser.

A history-making' event of theschool year was the winter production given by the Jesters. "A
Bill cf Divorcement," in which
faculty members took the male
roles for the first time. Before
that time, students had always
taken the parts, except one time,
"A Bill of Divorcement" w a s
the most serious production ever
attempted by the Jesters, They
had made much progress since
their organization, but during that
time they realized that real drama could not be interpreted by
ffiris acting as men. Also, the
iheme c. "A Bill of Divorcement"
n
^lled for mature persons in most
'•"'" the roles. The result of which
realizations was the cause of!
faculty membtrs for the male
roles.
.The cast of the play was comnesed cf: Louise Dcnehoo. AtW a . ' P " Margaret Fairfield; Catherine MnUorv. Savannah, as Svd^ev Fairfield; Rosemary Davis.
T>.ndon. England, as Hester Fairfield; Roxanna Austin, Kenwood,
a*! Bassett; Earl Walden, as Grnv
Meredith; W. C. Capel, as KU
Pumnhrev; Max Noah, as Hilary
Fairfield:'Sidney McGee. as Dr.
A Hint: W. C. Sallev, as Reverend
Christopher Pumphrey.

fri*t'. J. U->iHt;i.,/*.'K-/-WttWV

i
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D
Orouo of Main buiiamgs
on L.ampur>

teen coeds at the University of
Oregon, armed with beauty and
a basket containing suppler for
two, will be auctioned cff to the
highest bidders. Don't get alarmed, it's only for the evening. The
girls will accompany those who
buy th:m to the A. W. S. dance
to be held at the university soon.
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College Government Association

*£•

And there is the canny Canadian who crossed a kangaroo with
a fox so he cculd produce f ur
coats with pockets! —St. Louis.

Catherine Mallory
Heads College
Government

The retort perfect was furnished
by an instructor of a western
school to the Englishmans boast,
"The sun never sets on British
soil."
The professor said, "Even the
good Lord himself wouldn't trust
an Englishman in the dark."

As a result of the voting in the
nnual spring elections, Catherine
Mallory, Savannah, will head the
College Government Association
for next year. Catherine was the
unanimous choice of the students
as she was elected on . the first
ballot cast, receiving a two thirds
majority vote.
Other officers are Sara Ruth
Allmond, Columbus, vice-president; Elizabeth Burke, Alba'ny,
secretary; Elizabeth Stewert, Maeon, treasurer; Grace Greeny,
Waynesbtro, clerk of .the court.
Starting its fourth year on the
campus under a new name, the
College Government Association
will be guided with capable
hands. Like her predecessorsVirginia Tfcnner, Elizabeth. Pollard, and Viola James—Miss Mallory ahs been highly instrumental.
in furthering the student control
movement on the campus during
her three years at G. S. C, W,

"It's the little things in life that
tell." said sister as she dragged
little brother from behind the
sofa.—Auburn.
"Can ycu tell me the name of
the president of this school?"'
"Naw; I'm just a football palyer
here."—Plainsman.

i

A woman's vocabulary consists
of just six words: five adjectives
and one vei'b.
GORGEOUS
IDEAL
MARVELOUS
MAGNIFICENT
EXQUISITE
Reading downward, the 'first
letter of each adjective gives the
verb.—Cadet via Davidsonian.

She has served as the...efficient
president of her class for three
years, and as a member of freshman council and sophomore com-'
mission. As the head of the dramatic club for two years, Miss
Mallory has done much'toward,
furthering dramatics on the campus. She has played leading roles
in many Jester productions, and
only recently gave the out-standing performance of her career as
Sydney Fairfield in "Bill of Divorcement."

She was only a grave digger's
daughter, but could she down the
bier!—Pfurdue.
Cornfed Cutie: "Paw's the best
shot in the country, I'll have
you know.
City Slicker: •'Oh, yeah? And
what does that make me?'
C. C.—"My fiance."—Illini.
He: You've a faculty for making love.
She: Oh, no—just a student
body.

Max Noah Elected
Vice-President of
State Music Dept
Collegiate Prattle
A news note: "The first universities consisted of great bodies
of eager youths flocking about
—girls, of course.
The Mercer Cluster, back-washing their Leap Year experiment
with the gals asking for dates
paying for things, etc, wonders
and wonders about certain things.
Says the Cluster: "Sadly, then,
our status generally remains unchanged. We continue practically
as pure as the driven s»cw; and
if we register disappointment on
the one hand, it dees show ns
what femininity can—nay, must
go through."
Can you guess what the Mercer
men .expected? (That one particular columnist must not have
gone over so big.)
Continuing from the Cluster:
"Now that we are back to- normal, and boy meets girls once
more on the unequal footing that
characterizes the stigma of modern courtship and marriage, the
hellishness of the whole set-up is

fairly apparent Whereas "Leap
Week" originally was designed to
afford femininity a taste of their
own medicine, to give the male his
right to a little regiprocative golddigging, the point of the whole
design seems to, have gone completely to pot, for where we managed to nick a furtive dope here
and there, the co-eds have sprung
back to normalcy with a vengeance, intent en getting not only
the nickel back, but a good deaj
more. In the part fortnight, the
bad dream that has followed our
brief fit of supremacy, we have
observed more bald filching than
ever went before."
A JOURNALISM instructor at
University cf Texas recently asked the following examination
questions:
1. "What kind cf umbrella does
Mr. Morgan Callaway carry on a
rainy day?
2. What is a goat that is eight
years old?
3. If a young boy kills his
mother and father, then eats
them, what is he?
(Correct answers: 1. A wet

umbrella. 2. Going into nine Christmas in 1929. Carl bought a
years. 3. An orphan.)—McMur- pig. He raised the pig; she had
ray War Whoop.
a family of six. He sold five; the
remaining two presented him with
HAILE SELASSE'S theme song- 10 more.
He sold his pigs and bought a
seems to be "Don't let a day go
registered cow and calf. He acby."
cumulated a herd •of 16 registerHOW'S THIS? The grounds ed cattle, sold two for $200 and
foreman at the University of enrolled in college. The other 14
Georgia, poetically inclined, wrote he values at more than $100 and
the following verse which ap- he thinks the calves will put him
peared on signs about the cam- through school.
pus:
"U. of Georgia's son or daughWHAT WILL this do to the
ter,
business school advertising?
Do you love your alma mater:'
Dean Christian Gauss of PrinIf so, it should be your duty ceton rocked back and forth on his
To protect her vernal beauty, heels before a gathering of NewMan or woman, youth or lass, man club members in New York
Please don't step upon the and denounced American colleges
grass."
and universities for virtually
guaranteeing greater incomes to
REQUESTS by real estate op- college-trained men as compared
erators for Columbia athletes to with those who do not attend coltake the place of striking work- lege. This methed of advertising
ers were refused by authorities. by college administrators, he
said, has contributed to the presCARL KNIGHT, freshman at ent tendency to measure the
Texas Technological college, is value of a man by his degrees,
"raising" his way through school.
An uncle gave him $15 for
WHITE slavery lives on. Six-

Mr. Max Noah was elected recently as vice-president of the
Music Department of the G. E. A.
at the meeting which, was held in
Macon. In addition to holding this
office, Mr. Noah will also serve
as director of the all-state high
school chorus.
The position also carries with
it the chairmanship of the Georgia State High School Music
Competition and Festival.
As director of the high school
chorus, Mr. Noah will be in
charge of the program which is
given each year at the G. E. A.
by more than 250 high school students tfrom all over the state. The
chorus was established under the
auspices of the Music Department
of the G. E, A,, of which Miss
Anne Grace O'C'allaghan is president.
The music festival will include
events in band, orchestra, instrumental solo, brass quartets, boys
glee clubs, girls glee clubs, mixed chourses, quartets, and solos.
Mr. Noah spent 'Saturday in
Athens meeting with the board
of directors to plan for the 1937
festival,

Minnie Allmond has served "as
junior representative to stifclent
council during the past year, and
also as a member oi Y. W. C. A.
cabinet. During her second year
at G. S. C. Y., Minnie was on
sophomore commission.
The new secretary of the College
Government Association,
Elizabeth Burke, is a newcomer
into the organization. Sthe has
been a member of the Jesters for
two years, and has done a good
bit of competitive writing, having won two first places in the
Corinthian contest last year, ?"-"
Y honorable mention this year. She
will go into office in the spring
quarter as president of the college orchestra.
Elizabeth Stewart, treasurer,
has been a member of the Y cabinet this year and has served as
president of Bell hall this year.
Gracie Greene will serve her
second term as clerk; oi." the court.
She has been secretary of her
class for twe years, a member of
freshman
council, sophomore
commission, and a member of the
Colonnade staff for the last two
years. She has won at "least one
first place in Corinthian contests
every year she has been at G. S.
C. W.
The retiring officers of. the organization which, has been called
until recently the Student Government Association, are: Vi
James, president: Rosalie Sutton,
vice-president; Henrietta Greer,
secretary; Jeanne Parker, treasurer:'' Gracie Green, clerk of the
court,
These d"ficers, with the following students made up student
council: Marjqrie Persons, recorder of. points; Margaret Mann,

16 New Teachers
Added During' Year

CATHERINE MALLORY
Of Savanlhahi, incoming president of the College Government
Association.
G. S. C. W. CLUB IN N. C.~
A new GSCW club has been organized at Winston-Salem, North
Carolina. A letter to Miss Louise
Smith, alumnae president, frotir.
Caroline (Mrs.'R. L.) Carlton, 2300 Rosewood Avenue, WinstonSalem, says: "Through the'efforts
of Dorothy T. Carmichael, the
GSCW graduates in Winston-Salem, met for lunch and made plan?
to organize a GSCW Club."
There are 18 alumnae there,
and suggestions for the carrying
on of their club has already been
sent them from alumnae office.
The association now has a nunh
foer of out-of-state clubs, and
plans have been made for the organization of a number of new
clubs within the state.
Faculty, alumlnae have each
pledged themselves to the organization of a club, and clubs already organized are undertaking
to organize new clubs in centers
near them,. The motto of the association is "A GSCW Club' in
Every County."

Day Students
Spend Week-end
On Campus

A number cf new faculty members were added to the G. S. C.
W. staff during the past year, and
will be on hand at 'the second
double session summer school to
be held here.' According to present plans, the entire teaching
staff now employed, by the college, will be on the faculty for
one or both terms of the summer session.

The day students are entertained as-guests' in the dormitories
during the past week-end, the
entertainment being sponsored by
the College Government Association.

The'teachers'-who were.'added
to the faculty during the past
year are Miss Catherine Mclver
Mr. and Mrs. Max • Noah, Mr!
Herbert Massey Mr. W. C. Capel,
Dr. Paul Boeson, Miss Violet
VI JAMES
Foster, Dr. Earl Walden, Dr. CarOf
Atlanta,
retiring leader of
men Rogers, Miss Iva Chandler,
Miss -Fannie - Harrington, 'Miss the College Government AssociaBarbara Stanfton, Miss Mildred tion.
English, Miss Brown, Miss Mary
Thomas Maxwell, and Mr. William Grady Irwin.

Following .registration, a base
•ball game wis.tia^ed on the back
campus betWeei} the day students
and the varsity'^ormitory students team!. This fwwpT' was fti
charge of tifc JteeaeHfron Assoe4-

Miss Mclver is a member of
the library staff.and is a native
of Kentucky.
M;r. and Mrs. Noah both were
formerly at Guilford college, N.
C, and came to G. S; C. W. last
summer Mr. Noah is head of the
music department, and Mrs. Noah
is dramatics coach; ;Mr. Massey arid Mr. Capel .came
to G. S. C. W. from NoM Carolina, apd are worktngfin^Wesocial
science department.'''••.j " / '••••»>•
' Dr. Boeson'is head of:the Latin .department, .taking over the
active duties of Dr. Francis Daniels!
' . :
Dr. Walden is head of(the mathematics department, and Miss
Chandler is. assistant dean of 'women and assistant professor in the
social science department.
Misses Foster, Brown, and Stanton are all employed in the Peab:dy school, and are students :\t
New college, Columbia.

chapel proctor; Georgia Walker,
senior representative; Minnie Allmond.
junior
representative;
Kathleen Roberts, Recreation association president; Jane Casseh,
Mr. Irwin is a recent addition
Y. W. C. A. president; Mildred
Watson, editor of the Spectrum; to the staff also, and is instructor
Betty Reed, editor of the Colon- in elementary science, with his
wrok in the Peabcdy school.
nade.

College Orejiestra
Performs at State
Meet in Augusta

The students arrived on Saturday afternoon and werp registered in the dormitories ' during
their stay:fA. number .of special
entertainment features were given
in their honor.

•tlOn.

'"•:.- ....

v-V

Qn Saturday nigh). *wt the tnree
campus dining mUrfis were held
candle-light dinners'. *fhis was
the first time such an dinner had
been, given in all three off the
dining rooms at the same; time.
Following dinner, the* lovlin
girls were entertained, in the
recreation hall, which was followed by the regular Saturday
night movie in the auditorium.' At
this time t'hey were guests of the
Y. W. C. A.

In assisting with the Parents'
Day program and various pregraduation activities, the college
orchestra, under the direction of
Miss Beatrice Horsbrugh, will
bring to a close an eventful and
successful year. The orchestra has
presented several chapel programs during the year, has played
On Sunday morning, a special
for social functions, and has as- morning watch service was held
sisted in . the entertainment of in the formal garden immediately
those brought to the campus as after breakfast;
lyceum entertainers.
Students in charge of the entertainment
during the week-end
, The "string' ensemble, composed
Catherine
Mallory, Minnie A31of seven members of the orchestra, was.asked to play in mond, Elizabeth Burke, Elizabeth
Macon during G. E. A', at the Stewert, and Grace Greene.
Peabody breakfast and G. S. C.
W. alumnae luncheon. This same
casions have added to the interest
ensemble-was also" asked to per- of the group.
form before the Georgia State
High School Music Competition
Plans are being made for an
and Festival which was held in active season under the direction
Augusta M a y l . Included in .this of the following officers who
ensemble is a string quartette have been elected for 1936-37:
which has done very constructive
Elizabeth Burke, President.
work.
Eula Baye Cbasteen, Vice PresiThe music learned this year has dent.
been or* great worth and memNanucy Daniels, Secretary bers of the orchestra have gained Treasurer.
as well as contributed through,
Emma Lloyd Jenkins, Chairthis channel. Various social oc- man Social Committee.

.V

ain Entrance, showing famous 'Gy.S.'C, W. "Lights"
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" Y " Leaders .Attend

m^sem^^^

National Meet In

'n

Colorado Spring

it..'

Jane CsEsells retiring president
of the Y. W. C. A., and Myra
Jenkins, incoming president, leit
Atlanta Saturday night for Colorado Springs, Colorado, to attend
the natknal biennial 'convention '
of the Y. W. C-'A.; bcth city and
student divisions.
Jane h; -the national chairman
.of the student division a'nd will
preside at the fecial'student assembly. Myra is the official dele-'
gate frcm.G. S. C. W:...

Formal Garden Between Parks HaLi and Auditorium
:,With such capable leaders, the
Y. ,W. C. A. is assured cf the con- '
tinuance of the outstanding service which ii has contributed i.o
the campus formerly. .
!

Recreational
Facilities

.Myra Jenkins, presiden+.-clect ,
has been a class officer for three \
years,, a member cf freshman i
council, sophomore commissi:!!, j
and served as second vice-pro:-!- !
dent of the "Y" during the pas! |
year. She has also been a member of the Jesters.
Margaret Garbutt was president of" her freshman class, is
-president of the present sophoMYRA -JENKINS
;more commission, and has been a
^member of the Jesters fcr two
s •years, serving as treasurer this
year. She was dormitory treasurer
last year, and member of freshman council.
': Marjorie Lanier has served as
treasurer of the Y. W. C. A. this
year. She was a member oil
irishman
council, sophomore
The officers forjfthe Y. W. ;G. mission, and was an officer of
A. for next yearj were installed at both those "Y" groups.
a special vesper! service held last
Marion Baughn has been in the
Sunday night ins the college audi- "Y" for the past three years,
torium. Installed at the same time serving on council, commission,
were the members of the faculty .and cabinet. She has also been
Advisory Board.
j'an active member of the Jesters.
Included in the installation ser- ;i;Dot Meadors has been a class
vices were the executive officers, officer for two years, member of
cabinet members, and sophomore council, commission, and cabinet.
. T h e retiring off icers, cf the Y
commissioners.
W.
C. A. are: Jane Cassels, presiThe officers of the Y. W. C. A.
1
for next year are Myra Jenkins , dent; Louise Donehoo, first viceThomaston, president; Margaret president; Myra Jenkins, second
Pittard,
Garbutt, Albany^ .vice-pfesidont; vice-president Laura
Marjorie Laniej^Sc/pertqn, -sec- . secretary; Majorie Lanier, treasond vice-president;'^Marion G'aiu- urer.
ghan, Atlanta, j secretary; Dot
Meadors, Albany, ft/treasurer; Edna Lattimore, Savannah, Mary
McGavock,
Thomasville,
and
Catherine Calhoun, Savannah,
executives.
I
Cabinet
members:
E'olyne
Green, Macon; Grace Collar, Atlanta; Charlotte Edwards, Savannah; Tommy Cookie, • Atlanta;
Margaret
Fowler, Warrenton;
Mary Winship, Macon; TeCoah
Harner, Waynesboro; Anna Lee
Gasque, Atlanta; Mary John
Brown, Fort Gaines.
Commission: Skeets Morton, Atlanta; Betty Holloway, Atlanta;
Cohyn Bowers. Decatur; Virginia
Forbes, Griffin; Annella Brown.
Dublin; Susan Culpepper, Tifton;
Mary Kethley, Atlanta; Frances
Daniels/Orlando, Fla.; Betty L'ott,
Blacfcshear; Lilly Sibley, Grif-'
fin; Mrs. Edith Crawford, Monticello; Sara Bethel, Thomaston;
Grace Clark, Savannah; Marion
Arthur, Albany; Jean Purdorn.
Blackshear; Guynelle Williams,
Monroe; Olivia Johnson, Atlanta; ^

Myra J^nkini
Willi &ac! 1

^

i:

Y. v©:fc. A.

The icollege recognizes that a comprehensive
recreation program must be a definite part of the
school curriculum, one that meets the needs of its students.

Below are some features offered students at

G. S. C. W.
1. A concrete swimming pool, with the water filtered
daily.
2.

A golf course.

3.

A wooded park.

8

^

4.

A play period each day.

5.

Tennis courts, ping-pong, bowling, shuffle board,
baseball, volley ball, and other organized games.

6.

Picture shows in the auditorium each Saturday
night.

7.

Hikes and excursions to places of interest.

-

I

;

Dimntf::the-Mst&yV tfre : 'students' '
made sish''tse:e:iii^"'l;ivip,s •'^triat included iPike*®•'"PWaft'^e'"""Grand; '
Canyon.-and ether plUfces^oi''inter-'
est in that'secMeh. They''r'eturned'
'c the campus on May 7th'.
Jane Cassels"was""ele'cVed national chairman •' or tlve student'Y.
\V:' C. A. crgahiEtions'l'a'sf'August
o.t a meeting held 'in Highstown,
V. J. She'is the ' seechtf southern
"tudent ever to held the' national
•rtrice, the other' being" 'Margaret
POLLY MOSS ,'
K. Smith, former president, of. .the
Executive Secretary of Y.W.C.A. Y. W. C A. here. •, .. •

JANE CASSELS
Cabinet members: Mary Harrelcon, Marion Baughn, Elizabeth
Smith, Jane O'Neal, Carolyn Coleman,
Juliette Burrus, Jeane
Parker, Catherine Calhoun, MarPeacock, Mary McGavcck, Elizabeth Stucky, Weldon Seals, Sara
Ruth Allmond, Elizabeth Stewart. Majcrie Lanier, Edna Eppes
Lattimore, D:t Meadows; exofficio, Vi James, Katie Robert;',
Caroline Ridley, Catherine Mallory. Mildred Watson, Betty Reed
Margaret Garbutt, Lucile Morton,
and Ethel Tos.
Commission: Margaret Garbutt,
Margaret Fowler. Grace Cellar,
Libby Smith, Charlott Edwards,

•lane went to the national conSara McDowell, Emmie Jones, vention representing the southern
Bonnie Burge. Frances Reane. i regional council, composed of •
Tommy Cooke, Elizabeth Hulsey, student organiatiens from ten
Mary Winship, Anna Gasque. southern states. The national
Eolyne Greene, TeCoach Harner. council is composed of • repreMary Pritchett, Joan Bujtier, sentatives from the nine regionMary Nelle Briscoe, and Aline al? councils.
Barron.
Prior to the southern regional
Council: Skeets Morton, Bev.y council meeting held in North
Holloway, Cohyn Bowers, Emily Carolina, Jane attended the Y. W.
Williams, Virginia Forbes, Mary C. A. conference at. Blue Ridge.'
Hansford, Annella Brown, Susan at which time she was elected to
Culpepper, Mary Kethley. Fran- attend the southern council meetces Daniels, Betty Lott, Lily Sib- ing later in the summer.
Nelle Turner, Louise Shouse,
She has served as president and,
Helen Barron. Anne Stokes, Edith
vice-president
of the Y. W. C. A.
Crawford, Miriam Middlebrooks,
Sara Bethel, Grace Clark, Marion and president of sophomore comArthur, Jean Purdom. Joyce mission during the past three
Jurt, Carolyn Cassell. Guynelle years, and during the past year
Williams, Eleanor Swan, Marga- served as vice-president of the
ret Rawls, Oliva Jihnscn, Martha state. Y. W. C. A.-Y. M. C. A.
group.
King and Frances Tigner.

"Cabin In The Pines" at Nesbitt Woods

..

tim^mmmm,

T

At St. Louis the delegates were
met at the train by'"guides who
tool: 'fherrv to ; see ; the Lindbergh
•trophy-exhibit and "Shaw' gardens:: '
They left St. Louis Sunday "and
arrived inv Colorado; .Springs- Mon~< ••
day! The , c: ny^n.faqn .starts* .T'uesaayj'an.dlwnli' cj,qset1&e uext.Tues- . •
day] May'.';5t3[v, • ,,;,,.,.,-•'.». •

^j$%$M®8^^
V;V •SsyC1
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New Teachers To
Be Here For
Summer
A number of well-known educators' have been added to the
regular faculty for the duration
of the summer school session at
G. S. C. W„ which will open June
10. The first term will close
July 1,7, and the second term will
open three days later to be ended August 21.

Alu mnae

On June

C

Training School
Will,Be Open

Alumnae News
Letter
Commencement Announcements
May 1, 1936
I. Commencement Program of
Events.
A. Friday Evening, June 5.
1. Arrival of Reunion Classes
after 6 P. M.
1896, 1906. 1907, 1908, 1909,
1916, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1935.

All other alumnae are also invited to attend commencement.
Several .outstanding lecturers '2. Reunion Center—Miller Bell
have been secured for the sec- Hall.
He-use Mother, Marie Forrester
ond double session summer term
(Mrs.
M. M.) Martin '04.
ever held here,- and will visit the
1
•3. Rates $1.00 per day. This
campjus at.' various time during
includes
room and meals.
MISS MILD-RiEDl ENGLISH
the summer.
B. Saturday. June 6—Stale.
Among those who will be here Alumnae Council Meeting.
Supervisor •:: of the Fcabcdy
r
are £>r'. Willis A. Sutton, superSchool, and teacher training di1. Purpose.
intedeht of the Atlanta public
a. To plan the program of ac- rector for the summer term.
schools;-.Dr. Thomas Alexander, tivities of the Alumnae Associapresident-of New college,' Colum- tion Bcr-th'e year 1936-37.
Hall.
••
bia university; Professor J. L.
b. To discuss the needs and
5. 6:45—Alumnae Vesper SerFortney, superintendent of the problems of the Alumnae Associavice.
Griffin- schools and who was a tion and to find ways "of meeting
D. Monday, June 8.
regular member of the faculty these needs.
9:30 Assemble for Academic
last summer.
c. To acquaint the alumnae Procession. Alumnae march in
The teachers who will be .here with the changes in the buildings, line back of faculty.
10:00 Graduation Exercises.
are Professor R. L. Ramsey, Miss regulations, activities, and curri!
(Continued on back page)
culum
\
of
the
college-.
Margey •- Seawright, ' Miss Anne
d." To renew contacts between
Joyce Cooper,
Holdibrd, Mis
the
alumnae and the college and
Miss Nelle -Feerscn,- Miss Ethel
^
•; - •
;
Adams, Professor Jim Gooden and its staff.
2.
""Who
composes
the
Council?
Mr. William Grady Irwin.
' a. " The •'- executive • committee,
Mr. Ramsey is principal ctf' the the. district_yjce presidents, the
Fulton High school, Atlanta, • and class secretaries, the chairman of
has visited the campus on several fae . ...standing' committees, and
occasions. He was. a- member- of representatives, from the organized
the faculty here last summer, and' clubs. Each member ;>is urged-.to
spoke to the. student boflyand- be present and each.-club'Js exfaculty recently. - •
- •• pected to. send.'a' club* representaMiss Seawright' is elementary tive to present, any" problems or
supervisor of schools in Savan- wishes of^the club. '
nah, and was a member pi!-the •3.- 9:00-1:00 — Registration of
summer, school faculty last -sum- all-alumnae in'Alumnae Office—
mer.
. . . . • •
~ Atkinson Hall, ground floor. Program-with room schedules will
Miss Moldi'ord was for twelve be obtained upon registration.
years the supervisor of schools - 4. 10:30-12:30—Group' • Meetat Wake; INT. C., and is now_ sup- ings. -These "special." groups will
ervisor of the Bethlehem Central meet to discuss their individual
School at Delmar, N. • Y: She is problems and to plan their proworking on • a problem of- the gram for next year.
Teacher's college at Columbia'.
a. 'District Vice-Presidents.
Last summer- she was • a; member '" b. ' Class Secretaries.
of the faculty of- the college at
c.' Alumnae Club RepresentaAmericus4
fives.
d. Sfanding Committees.
Professor Gooden is nuperindent of the schools at Perry, and I .-•.(1) Educational Progress.
(2) Alumnae Achievement.
will be in charge of the extra(3) Finance.
curricula activities department,
- (4).., Publicity.
and general education work.(5) Campus Activities.
Miss Cooper is a teacher in the
(6) Class Organizations.
Raleigh, N. C, schools, and form(7) Alumnae Clubs. .
erly worked, with Miss Mildred
5. 1:00-2:00 Informal .LunchEnglish, now head 6l the Peabody eon—Atkinson Dining Hall.
school.
i
6. . 2:30-4:30 General Council
Miss*' Ethel Adams is principal Meeting.
of the high school'at Moultrie, •7. 6:30-7:00 Induction of Senand is;a member of the aims com- iors , into Alumnae Association- Campus in front of Parks Hall.
mittee;' for curriculum revision.
Miss Peerson is a member of ' 8. '; 7:00-7:30 Assembling of
the education staiff at the Uni- p'uests for Banquet—Ennis Parlors.
:
versity- of Kentucky ait Lexing9, 7:30-9:00 Alumnae Banquet
ton.
—Ennk Recreation Hall,
Mr. .'Irwin will be in charge of
10. 9:00-10:00 Annual Business
the elementary science depart- Meeting.
ment. He got his master's degree
C. . Sunday, June 7,
at'Peabody, and for'the past ten . 'J. 8:30 Alumnae Reunions and
years tfas taught in the schools of Breakfasts.
Mississippi, and for the past three2. 11:00 Assemble Jfor Acadyears' has-been school superin*. emic Procession, Alumnae March
tendenf'at Lake, Miss. Last s u m - ^ , line just'back of the faculty
11:30 Baccalaureate Sermer he was a member v of ' the
faculty at the State Teachers Col- mon
4. 5:00-6:00 Open House—Bell
lege at Arkadelphia, Ark.

ate of. the school, sixth and seventh grades.

Nature study and elementary
science will be stressed in this
department at the summer sesThe lower and upper elemen- sion, as will reading and dramatary departments of the Peabody tics.
Training school will be kept open
The library will be kept open
during the summer school session
which opens June 10, and closes during the day, and the college
swimming pool will be open to
July 17.
the training school students at
This training department of certain hours daily.
the college will be operated as a
Regular subjects will be taught
demonstration school for directed
as
well as special subjects. The
observation for the summer school
program for the school is wellstudents.
organized, and integrated, makThe schccl will be open in the
ing use of units of work and"-"amorning only, and will be operatgreat variety a: activities.
ed for the benefit of the students
in Milledgeville. and for the chilThe supervisor of the training
dren of faculty members and for school is Miss Mildred English,
students.
who was added to the facuityJast.
Work will -be--offered--for---sttF- 'September. Miss English was asdents in the kindergarden,/ arid sistant superintendent of the pubfrom the first through the seventh lic schools in Raleigh before comgrades.
ing to G. S. C. W
The faculty .for the demonstration school will consist of Miss
Pome
Joyce Cooper, Raliegh, N. C,
He
said to her, "I think that
kindergarden and first grad)e;
I shall call you Little Star
Miss Eleanor Brannen, regular
Because
it seems that every night
member of the training school
I wonder where you are.
staff, second and third grades
—Junior Collegian.
Miss Kathei*ine Butts, also a
regular member of the staff,
Gladys Hayes, Tate, '28, is now
fourth and fifth grades; Miss
Mary Dan Ingram., recent gradu- Mrs. George Wofford, of Canton.

Home of (3. S. C. W. President

Al umnae

News

Miss Agnes Harris, 1902, is
Dean of Women of the University
of Alabama. She has served this
past year as president of the National Association of Deans of
Women and was present at the
G. S. C. W. Alumnae luncheon
during the G. E. A.
Mary Louise Dunn '35 was a
visitor to the campus last weekend. She is class secretary and
is making plans for the re-union
of her class at commencement.
Louise is doing stenographic work
in the Legal Department at South;ern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co., in Atlanta, Ga.
Esther CJathy '27 spent the
week-end in Milledgeville. She is
also class secretary and'is. working on reunion plas for June.
Esther is teaching • t Oglethorpe
this year.

Moore, Doris Smith, Martha Story
'26, (Mrs, George) McElmurray,
Meivina Trussell, Rebecca Higgins-:n v27, Carolyn Russell '31,
Etta Calvin '35, Marjorie McMichael '32, Frances- Holmes '29
(Mrs. Henry W.) Tinley, Irma
Vaughn :3Q, Emily Campbell '30..
Eleanor Bearden '24, Sally Ryan
'34 (Mrs. John Powell).
Among the alumane visitors to
Bell Hall during G. E. A. were:
Virginia Tanner of Douglas, Ga.,
of the class of '34. Virginia teaches English in Waycros. She wos
the guest of Kathryn Ray in Bell
•Hall.

Carolyn Russell of Atlanta, now
teacher of 5th grade in Clarkstcn, Ga.. stopped in for a short
visit, to Bell on Friday afternoon.
Carolyn was on her way to Augusta to visit her G. S. C. W.
roommate. Katherine Jones Blanchard, wife of Russell and mother of the twins, Tommy and Russell, aged 2.

. Mrs. Martha Long from Bryon.
•now teaching fourth grade in
Graves. Ga., was a visitor in Bell
on Friday. With her was her
Junior High School daughter,
Louise Lowe, and Adrianna BaAmong the visitors to the Col- con of Dawson, teacher of sixth
lege last week-end following the grade in Graves, Ga.
G. E. A. were Eloise Kaufman '3.1,
Elizabeth Land '35, Dot Smith '34, ..EttaColvin of Lincolnton a E.
Elizabeth Christie '32. Virginia S. in Ed of the class '35 .visited
Tanner '35, Willie Mae Stowo Susie Williams in Bell Hail dur'32, Emily Gary, '30, .Margaret ing G. E. A.'"-'"- ."*;:'-:;•
Pace '35, Mary Louise-Dunn" '35,
Mildred Stewart '35; :: Mildred
Marjorie McMichael; of Buena
Parker '35, Nellie CIvde Boyd '29. Vista, a normal graduate of--.the
Audry Westbroofc' '29, Catherine class '3.2 visited Mary Wooten of
Allen '28, Sara Allaben '34. Mrs. B-ell Hall last Friday. Marjorie
Annie L. Sharped '30. Naomi was accompanied' by Bess DimPowell '34, Addie Laurie- Lanier can of Buena Visita. Both these
'34. Georgia McCorkle '33. Emily girls are teaching at Chipley, Ga.
Campbell '30. Nell Styles '35.
Nora Ethel English '31, Miriam
Frances Holmes (Mrs. Henry
Lanier '34, Esther Cathy '27. Vir- W. Tinley of Atlanta) orginally
ginia Ellen Cason '35. Marisally from Woodbury, a B. S. in Ed of
Chalker '35, Mary Wright '33, the class of '29 came by to speak
Ruth Andrews, Iva Mae Brown to us on Griday. Frances teaches
(Mrs. Wm.) Rivers '27. Leslie Mc- 6th grade in Sylvan Hill.School in
Carthy '33. Mary McCarthy '35, Atlanta.
Beatrice McCarthy '35, Mrs. Luciie
Wililams. Catherine Stewart, '24.
Irma Vaughn, formerly of Cart•Jimmie Williams, Caroline Tanpan ersville, now a teacher in Atlanta
'35. Hazel Stewart '34. Rebecca schools was here over the weekTolbert. Virginia Howard. Eliza- end.
beth Lee. Iris Bmkins '35. Elizabeth Mann ..'26, WilibW Gibson.
Emily Campbell of Decatur
Bessie Taylor , .'25, Alice Sum- visited Mrs. Beaman in Terrell
rrierau '32i Frances Tarpley '31. during the past week-end.
FVelvn Oiiattlebaum. Joseohine
Pntcfrett '32. Elizabeth Blanchard
Eleanor Bearden of Augusta,
'32. Dorothy Brewton '35. Berma now a teacher in August a schools
Girard. Claudia Keith '34. Kitty was a visitor to the campus dur-

turn

to

thoughts of clothes, and clothes and more clothes . . .
AND IN THE SPRING Burden Smith's fancies lightly, turn
to thoughts of clothes that will please those girls. . .

FROCKS FOR EVERY OCCASION
Frocks sophisticated to suit any college girl. . . and demure
enough to suit mothers who are hard to please.

Burden, Smith and
MACON, GEORGIA

ing Saturday. \ Eleanor bought COLLEGE MUSICIANS WILL
news that Josephine Frye, one of
PLAY AT MEETING
our Augusta alumnae, is teaching
in her home'town.
A number of the musicians of
the Georgia State College for WoSally Ryan Powell (Mrs. John) men were invited to take part in
of Griffin formerly of Columbus, the programs which will be given
during the coming meeting of the
visited the campus, on Friday.
State Music Federation in Augusta.
Alice Sumerau of Augusta of
On Friday morning, May 1, the
the class of '32, was a visitor to
G.
S. C. W. string quartet and enBell Hall on Friday. She is now
teaching Hcfrne. Economics in semble ifrom college orchestra
Blythe, Ga. Alice bought news of played on the senior program.
another of the former Bell Hall These young ladies who took part
girls, Anna GLeary, also of Au- were: Natalie Purdom and Emma
gusta, class of '33. After getting Lloyd Jenkins, first violins; Elizher B. S. in H. E. at G. S. C. W. abeth Burke and Eula Baye ChasAnna had a year's training in, tine, second violins; Beatrice Sirdietetics in Boston City Hospital
and is now dietician in Catawaba Ga., of the class of '31 visited in
Sanitarium in Catawaba, Va.
Bell Hall on Saturday. Frances
teaches Social Science in BronFrances Tarpley of Leesburg, wood, Ga.

rnons, viola, and Florence Nunn,
cello. The string quartet was made,
up of Cbastlne, Jenkins, Sirmons
and Nunn. Dorothy Ellis was ths
pianist. The program will be:
Menuetto,
Schubert; Gavotte,
Handel-Pochow; Contra danse,
Beethoven.
On Saturday, May 2, during the
Junior day the Peabody violin
club appeared and, gave two numbers: Andante — Tschaikowskyj
and Waltz—Rrabams. The young
ladies in this club are: Josephine
Bone, Laurette Bone, Cathryn
Cox, Eugenia Shy, with Louise
Cox at the piano.

PATRONIZE
Our Advertisers

SOUTHERN STA6ES, INC
"A Georgia Corporation"

Bernice Brown Mrs. C. E.) McCullar '30, editor of the Alumnae
Journal, attended the national
convention of the Aimerican
Alumni Council which was in session in Cincinnati last week.

IN THE SPRING a young girl's fancies lightly
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Extends A Hearty Welcome to The Parents of
G.S.C.W. Students to Milledgeville

-

TRAVEL BY BUS

-
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Special Parties of Fifteen or More Handled Anytime
Anywhere
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Bus Station, Plaosie 3SI
If Your Printers
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classes and ran George ja close
place by the three upper classes. len. Cave men's stock seems to second in the freshman class. The
A few romantic souls phofce "I have gone down with the weaker most unusual name found was
Jessies' Ideal Man Goes To Tech,
Love You Truly," but not one sex, for Edgar Rice Burroughs' "Darlyn," which, it must be adnetted only one vote.
Is An SAE, and is Named Bill vote was cast for either of the "Tarzan"
When it came to favorites among mitted, is appropriate to say the
wedding marches.
men's colleges, the student body least. There were Hirams, Perditionally beloved of schoolgirls
Results o!n the tabulation oil
(Editor's Note: We are reprinwas largely of the same opinion. civals, Horaces, and Oscars. Alting this article on the "typical" and many votes were cast i'cr favorite orchestras were quite All four classes gave Tech first though many left the question
general, the three ranking favG. S. C. W. student which ap- them.
place and Emory second. The ro- blank, only two admitted that they
Those
who
mourn
the
passing
orites being the orchestras of Guy
peared in an issue of the Colonmantic appeal of Annapolis and did not have a boy friend. One
nade earlier in the year, in or- of the good old-fashioned girl Lombardo. Wayne King and Jan
West Point is most evident among popular young lady, unable to
der that the parents of the stu- whose chief interest was a home Garber in the order named. Every
the freshmen and sophomores, choose among her true loves,
dents here may get a bird's eye may take heart, for this giddy orchestra on the networks was
who gave the Army and Navy listed all seven of them, while
view of students likes, dislikes, yc Linger generation still has do- mentioned, and even the local
third place on their list of fav- several others gave two or three
and what-have-you. The article mestic yearnings as evidenced in school orchestra, known as the
orites. Brass buttons have no lure names.
first appeared in the Sunday the choice of a housekeeping ma- Georgia Cherokees, has its supFrom the results of the quesfor thie more serious-minded
Magazine section of the Atlanta gazine as the student body s fav- porters. Faculty members of the
juniors and seniors, who kept tionnaire a good picture of Miss
Journal. The survey was taker. orite periodical.
music department were encourIn the selection of a favorite aged to. learn that there were a close to home in their choice o£ Typical Student can be obtained.
by members of the publicity decolor the old saying, "blue for few intellectual music listeners the'University of Georgia as their She would like to be named Ann;
partment.)
third favorite. Yale and Harvard she goes with a boy named Bill,
There's something about a girls., pink for boys," held true en the campus who gave various have their boosters, but the south- who is a student at Georgia Tech
SAE pin, that the .sweet young as far as the feminine side of it symphony orchestras as their fav- ern schools received the bulk of and is a member of the S. A. E.'s:
things, -of };he Georgia State Col- goes, for blue is still the reigning oritesthe votes. One vote was cast for she is an ardent admirer of PresiThe Sigma Chis have quite a
lege for Women', at Milledgeville, favc-rite. Red and green are popudent Roosevelt and Frederic
Cambridge.
simply can't resist. A "what do lar, too, although every color in few sweethearts «i the campus,
Boy friends' names showed" as March; she likes Guy Lombardo's
you like" questionnaire recent- the rainbow and a good many as that fraternity ranked first
orchestra, especially when rendly given to the entire student body that no proper rainbow ever dis- with the freshmen, second with much variety as the names the
ering "Cheek to Cheek;" she is
the juniors, and third with the girls would have chosen for themby the publications department played were mentioned.
fond
of blue; and she reads KathPerhaps the most amusing sophomores. Sigma Nu, Alpha Tau selves. William is the most popuresulted in a complete landslide
in favor of Georgia Tech as the answers of all were found in the Omega and Phi Delta Theta were lar name for the current boy- leen Norris, Edna St. Vincent
favorite men's college, the indi- names which the girls would have the next most popular with the friend of the G. S. C. W. girls. Miliay and a well-known housecation of "Bill" as the name of many professed to be satisfied, girls in general. The appeal o: That name stood first in the upper keeping magazine.
the majority of. the current boy chosen had they been permitted brains over brawn is stronger for
friends, and the desirability of to christen themselves. Although the juniors than for any other
the boy friends' membership in most of the student body have class as the third-year students
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. suppressed desires for names cast four votes for Phi Beta KapThe darkly handsome and dra- which undoubtedly never occurred pa. Freshmen cast three votes in
Oddly favor of the same honor fratermatic Frederic March is the fav- to their fond parents.
enough,
the
favorite
name
is nity, seniors two and sophomores
orite movie star of the three upper classes, but the charms of the "Anne," which is not an uncom- one.
debonair Dick Ptowbll Supplant mon one, but apparently is possTabulation of the votes cast for
Jackets and Capes that are '(flatteressed by the wrong people. Gwen- various authors revealed KathMarch among the freshmen.
ing and smart—High necklines and
Dancing "cheek ,to cheekFr to dolyn, Pamela, Penelope, San- leen Norris as first choice of the
the strains of Guy Lombardo's dra, Jacqueline and the other freshmen, juniors and seniors, and
Puff sleeves that are quaint and deorchestra is most heartily indors- heroines of romantic fiction were second choice of the sophomores.
mure. Mess jackets and tailored
ed .by the entire student body, as much in demand. One freshman Temple Bailey was placed second
frocks that give yen a sophisticated
all four classes selected Lom- who is probably named some- with the freshmen and juniors,
thing
practical
and
prosaic,
sighbardo's band as their favorite, and
and third with the sophomores.
air.
all ; except the seniors chose ed for a name "different and un- Lloyd Douglas was "tops" with
"Cheek to Cheek" as the most usual like Sonia." Patricia and the sophomores, the third choice
Organdies, Mousselines, •Cottons.
Barbara were two names quite
popular song hit.
of the juniors and the second
Chiffons and Laces.
President
Franklin
Delano generally desirable in the eyes of ranking author with the seniors.
•the
students,
while
the
doubtful
Roosevelt is the college girls'
Shakespeare and Dickens receivYou will find just the frock to fit
favorite American. This opinion j cy of being named Esnierelda ed quite a few votes, which gladLucy
and
Hattie
Pearl
appealed
was almost unanimous, with the
dened the hearts of the faculty
your type in this smart selection.
exception of a few votes which to two students.
members of the English departAlthough' Frederic March is
went to Mrs. Roosevelt, Theodore
ment. Many of the freshmen are
Roosevelt, Will Rogers, Amelia paramount in the affections of the still in the Gene Stratton PorterEarhart, Jane Adjdams, and the three upper classes, Dick Powell, Louisa Alcoitt stage, although a
lone vote which some athletic- the freshmen's choice, ranks se- few sophisticates among the firstminded student cast for Jack cond. Clark Gable, he-man ex- year students chose Noel Coward,
traordinary, is not without his
Dempsey.
or Sherwicqd Anderson. ApparThe answers given to the ques- following, as he was second choice ently one person at least was not
tion dealing with favorite authors of the freshmen and placed third too worn out when she finished
Misses 12 to 20
rtevealed that She avferage stu- among the favorites of the soph- "Anthony Adverse" to have a favMACON, GA.
omores
and
seniors.
Fred
Astaire
Youthful
36
to
40
dent has a decided'4aste for roorable opinion of its author, for
mantic light fiction such as that is among the high ranking stars, one vote was cast for Hervey Alwritten by Kathleen Norris and and is the third moist popular
with the junior class.
Temple Bailey.
Favorite popular songs showed
In poetry, Edna St. Vincent
a
wide range of choice which
Millay is as ever the. schoolgirls'
poet. She was.the favorite of the varied from "The Rosary" to the
three upper classes. The fresh- "St. Louis Blues," The seniors
man class preferred Longfellow. preferred. "Isn't It a Lovely Day?''J
Edgar Guest was among the three to "Cheek to Cheek," the rank- '
ranking favorites chosen by each ing favorite of the other classes,
cless, Mr. Guest ran second in the but accorded the latter third place
sophomore and junior classes and according to their own vote. "Star
third in the freshman and senior Dust" is still popular, judging
classes. Sara Teasdnle and Emily •from the results of the questionDickinson, like Millay, are tra- naire, as it'was given second
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For Afternoon Teas, Dining, or Dancing

$13.95 to $39.75
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C o l l e g e Women
Hold Athletic
Meet
Te

Listed on Winter
Term Honor R©M

The first'meeting'of the Georgia Athletic Federation :;or College women to be held at G. S,
C. W. came to a cicse last Sunday following a series of entertainments and business sessions
held for the thirty-five guests.
The 1936 convention was the
seventh annual meeting of the
group.
, The theme of the program
which, lasted two full days was
"motivation for (participation.''
KATHLEEN ROBERTS
In business discussions the deleRetiring president of the Recre- gates took part in special recreation Association.
ational features planned for them.
The election of officers for next
year climaxed the business part
Robbie Rogers Will of the meeting on Saturday.
Mary Kneale, Agnes Scott, will
Head Recreation succeed Kathleen Roberts as presi
dent, and June Williams, Georgia,
Group NextYear will
serve as secretary-treasurer;
Council members besides the offiRobbie Rogers, of Gainesville, cers are Frances Roane, GSCW.
will head the Recreation Associa- "Farkie" Culpepper, Wesleyan,
tion for next year as a result of and Mary Whitton, Shorter. Miss
is adviser. The secthe spring elections held in March. Ethel Adams
?
Other cj'lficers are Elizabeth retary's ol ice was not elective
Stucky, Atlanta, vice-president; heretofore, and during the past
Ma'ry Pitts Allen, Monticello, year, Elizabeth Stucky has served
secretary; Frances Roane, Atlanta, as secretary, being appointed by
Miss Roberts.
treasurer.
The dance given in the-library
All four classes will have a I' Saturday night was'the main fearepresentative "to sit on the execu- ture of the ' entertainment protive board of the Association.
gram. Music was furnished by the
The Recreation Association .is Teach Ramblers. • The special
the newest of the three major guests included the delegates to
organization on the G. S. C. W. the convention, and a United
campus. It was organized two number of students.
Mr. Fisher, Recreational state
years ago, and Kathleen Robexis,
director,
was the main speaker at
Gainesville, served as president
the
meetings,
being present en
for two years.
Friday afternoon. His jtalk was
The Recreation Association has on Community Recreation and
sponsored class play days since Government Activities.
its organization, and also indiviThe program on Friday includdual and group sports for all ed a swimming party, a picnic
students and faculty members. supper, and a special picture show
This year they sponsored the Hal- in the auditorium. On Saturday
lowe'en
carnival at
Nesbitt in addition to attending the dance,
woods.
••. - t i?1 the delegates were entertained at

MISS ETH|L ADAMS
Dean of women';-recently elected adviser to the.'.Georgia Athletic
Federation for Colleg_e';;Wcn}ehr

—

a tea at the home of'MrsT"Stew;
art Wcotten.
A special--committee was named
by Kathleen'Roberts to revise the
state constitution of the association, and to establish a permanent
platform, adviser, and the office
of secretary and treasurer in the
crganiation, included Mary Kneale, Agnes Scctt; June Williams,
University of Georgia; ."Parkie"
Culpepper, Wesleyan; and the
president.
G. S. C. W. students who tcok
part on the programs were Kathleen Roberts and Frances Roane.
Others assisting in making arrangements were Robbie Rogers.
Elizabeth Stucky, Pitts Allen.
Jane Haddock, and Emily '.Williams.
Among the different topics
brought up 'ior discussion • were,
O f

Situated in the center of the shopping and theatrical
district, convenient to office buildings and churches, the
ideal place to stop whether for pleasure or business.
550 fire proof, light airy rooms, each with bath, ceiling
fan, circulating ice water and radio, assure you a pleasant
stay.
A year.-round Dining Terrace, overlooking Peach tree,-and
a Coffee Shop where good food is served at reasonable
prices. Rooms from $2,50.
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Who has been) highly- instrur^trtial r in. fostering •';• a -.better, organized recreational program at
G. S. C.W..'
"
netfc,.Mary 'Will Bennett, Dorothy
Brown, feith'Cheney, Mary Sima
Da.Vfijij.:$[argaret Fowler, Virginia,
•joiner,
! Evelyn Aubry, Mary Elizabeth
Carter, R"uth' Flurry, Mary Grace
HiUar',''''Lo'L:ii'se Kite, :Myra'" Je'nlcilniC Claudia':*Little, ''Peggy Van
Cise, and Mertys 'Carol Ward.
'Rebecca . Anderson, Dorothy
El'lisi. Martha ' Fleming, \ Martha'.
Harrison," Rose ^Kerndon, Fay
PLLfceh'ton,' Nataiie Purdom, Betty"
Reed, " Fa'fa'cia'": Stewart,' Sara
v"anri;: and Minnie' Wih'n.

-
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For fares, schedules, and other information'ask any Agent or Write to W. W.
Hackett, Divison Passenger Agent, Macon, Ga.

Interiors furnish an ideal place for joining your

ing rooms which are decorated in the grandest of
taste will give you loads of good ideas for the home

Engravers of the South. s finest
yearbooks, one of which is the
G. S, C. W. Spectrum.
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friends when in Atlanta. . .and, too, these,fascinat-
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Way To Travel To and From Your Homes

,OW ONE-WAY and ROUND-TRIP FARES
On Sale
EVERY DAY . Everywhere
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Luxurious lounging rooms on Sterchi's 5th floor
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problems of participation where
regular physical education training is not rekuired of Juniors., and,
seniors; types of 'competition;
point system and awards as a"
means of motivation ho v." skill
clubs motivate the program;
recreation fcr mixed groups aha
the problems brought up in regard to this in a'girls : school ana
the 'different types of ' activities
offered in various colleges. '
s

O"

PHOTO PROCESS
ENGRAVING CO.

Atlanta's Most Popular Hotel

^^IJIfr-

rer
W. 'rem a hurriedly tabula ten
report obtained from the dean's
list ior the winter quarter, it was
fcund that forty out of the
ninety-six students making the
ngcessary average cf .87 to be included on the dean's list worked
from two to five hours a dayi|q;
earn part of their expenses. ••'••.',;;
Following is the list cf working students who were included
on th.e honor roll^iiMaraon,;.; Arthur," Mrs. Edith"'"Crawford.' Virginia Forbes. Betty Holloway.
Menta Jolley, -I^ary, J^th^;,.£U£>
Siblev. Eleanor-'sKvaiirr!' and"'Mary
Rcsalyn Vann';'.':
Jeane Armour. Carol'vn 'Bar-

o

Compliments of

Atlanta

0*&- \

• Any young person with theability and serious • intent can
wcrk his way through college, .with
the" prcbabilty of a higher standing than the student who doesn'r
have to work, so says, the dean
of men at the University o: California at Los Angeles,

.Phone W A 4 9 0 0
Peachtree & Ellis. Sts.

Atlanta, G a*
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History Club Elects
New Officers For
Next Year
Al Jo Brewton, Vidalia, will
serve as president of the History
club for next year. Other officers
of the club who were elected at
a meeting held recently include
Lois Hatcher, Milledgeville, vicepresident; Elizabeth Chandler,
Milledgeville, secretary; and Virginia Turner, Fort Valley, treasurer.
At the last meeting was held
the final discussion on the League of Nations, which has been a
project of the club throughout
the year. A discussion on Articles 19-26 of the League Convenent was given by Evelyn Martin,
Marjorie
Edwards.
Virgiime.
Turner, and Nell Smith.
Summaries otf jthe:- League's
work covering the activities from
1920 until the present time were
given by Elizabeth Chandler,
Elizabeth Smith, and Lois HatchACAPEUA CHOIR, Under Direcion of Max Noah, which M a d e a T W « h e State Recent^
er.
The club members plan to make
and who desire to further their Dr. Wynn Chosen
a trip to the Indian Mounds near
in (the near {future,, and
Scotty Gunter Heads interests in reading contemporary
Head of College Macon
A Capella Choir
literature and to encourage origia discussion was held concerning
Publicity
Group
Literary
Guild
nal
writing.
the plans.
GoesTo Ashburn
The Guild sponsors the CorinFor
Next
Year
thian,
the literary magazine of
At an Early Date
Dr. William. T. Wynn was rec- several years.
the college. Each year the Corin- ently named president of the
The president will soon name a
thian sponsors a writing . contest Southern College group, of the committee to make plans for the
Scotty Gunter, Grifiin, was prior to the publishing of the
Word has been received of an
American College Publicity As- next convention and choose the
invitation A'rom the citizens ol recently elected president of the first issue. Students are divided sociation at a meeting held in place to meet. Dr. Wynn has exAshburn to the a Capella choir Literary Guild for next year. into two groups, the freshmen Maoon.
tended an invitation for the colto present a program in that city Other officers are Helen Adams, composing one, and other stuDr. Wynn is head of the Eng- lege publicity directors to meet
at an early date. This trip, will Decatur, secretary and treasurer; dents in the other. The contest
lish and journalism departments in Milledgeville in 1937.
be probably the last of a series Isabel Allen, Social Circle, pro- includes poems, short stories, and
Accompanying Dr. Wynn to
here, and is the author of sevof trips made by the choir this gram chairman; Harriette Starke, essays. The winning articles are
Macon
to attend the convention
published in "the first issue of the eral English books. He has served was Mr. W. C. Capel.
year to nearby cities and towns. Atlanta, social chairman.
as adviser of the Colonnade for
The Literary Guild is composed
The choir was organied in the of students majoring in English magazine.
late fall, with members including
students from the Georgia MiliP R O F E S S I O N A L MEN
The choir has no musical actary College, G. S. C. W., aind
faculty members from both companiment at all, and most of
^ t RETAIL STORES
schools. Mere than two hundred the number's given on public
programs are altogether sacred.
joined the group.
SMALL OFFICES
On special occasions acting as
The two public appearances of
the entire group in Milledgevi'J'ie pianist is Dorothy Ellis, Montihave brought forth much praise.: cello, and violinist, Natalie PurThe fame of the choir has spread dom, Blackshear. The soloists are |
quite a bit, and a number of out- s:prano. Mrs. Paul Boeson, Milof-town trips have been made 'Jedgeville. contralto. Mrs. Max
during the .past months, besides a Noah, and Eltye Vaughn Burge,
five-day tour of the eastern part Atlanta. Stage manager is Ralph
Lawson.
of the state.
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IN CONSERVING VISION

LIGHT TAKES FIRST HONORS
The studious years of college life, probably, put-on your
eyes the greatest strain they will ever feel. But they are tho
only e;,Tes you will ever have and you are *ar from, through
with them when college days are over.
Protect them! Remember that their greatest safeguard \?
adequate, glareless, uniform light. Be sure, first, that you
have ENOUGH light. See that all lights are properly shaded.
Make sure that your light is uniform, without extremes of light
and shadow, to cause the pupils of your eyes to- expand and
contract more often than good visual health allows:
Have your eyes examined if they trouble you, but be
sure., also, that the light you read by and study by is RIGHT,
One of this Company's lighting specialists will gladly give you
—as groups a? individuals—more detailed information about
the proper care of your eyes through proper use of light. Jus'
a phone call to our nearest office is all that is necessary.

GEORGIA POWER CO.

• The Remington Noiseless Desk
Model 8 is precisely the right machine for you. It will perform efficiently all the writing functions of
the standard sized office machines,
which sell for from $38 to $50 more.

REMINGTON
DESK MODEL

Q

If you feel that a portable is too
small for your needs, yet hesitate to
invest in a noiseless typewriter costing $130 or more, this is the machine
for you. Beautifully designed, sturdily built, with full sized carriage,
tabulator, full length ribbon, it
possesses every essential feature
found on any typewriter... and it's
NOISELESS!
Model 9 is identical with Model 8,
minus the noiseless feature, and
costs $7.50 less. Come in and try
both these machines!

IS PRECISELY THE SAME
^ ^ ^
AS MODEL 8
• H f e ^ WITHOUT THE Call any Remington Rand Office
K % ^ \
NOISELESS or write Remington Rand Inc. 615

W_M^k

FEATURE

Mulberry St. Macon, Georgia.

COLONNADE NOTICE

Granddaughters

The regular issue of the
Colonnade, which is scheduled
to be appear Monday, May 11,
will not be published, due to
the short spring holidays which
occur May 8-11.
The next issue of the Colonnade will be published May 18.

Club
(Continued from page one)

College Jots
SEVERAL MONTHS AGO—

Bright,
Milledgeville;;
Mary the University of North Carolina
Houser Brown, Grovania; Mary received national headlines when
Catherine Bryant, Clyo; Mildred a cheating ring headed by DougBurnette, Gray, Eva,len Caison, las Cartland was disclosed on the
Flemington; Martha Cheney, Al- university campus, exposing nearbany; Olive Grace Clark, Savan- ly 100 students, and Jack Poo't,
nah; Virginia Cooper, Milledge- student body president, convicted
ville; Genevive Cox, East Point; and had himself dismissed from
Frances Daniel, Orlando, Fla.; the university for cheating in a
Cordelia Davis, Newborn; Sara freshman examination. As a re(Continued from page one)
Davis, Douglas; Francis Dowis, sult of the Cartland ring and
ion show, and a dance by stu- Lawrenceville; Eloise Freeman, Pool's dismissal from Chapel Hill,
Eatonton; Katherine Gibson, Au- the entire honor system is now on
dents from the Peabody school.
trial before the Carolina student
In addition to Mr. Ramsey; gusta; Nell Griffith, Bogart;
body. A survey is being made
those on the chapel program are Alice Hall, Sparks; Edith Harfcer,
asking
for student opinion on the
Ala Jo Brewton, president of the Atlanta; Rebecca Harber, Comrestoration, modification or comGranddaughters club; Dorothy merce; Dorothy Hardin, Eastman;
plete abolition of the system.
Florence
Harrison,
Harrisoii;
Ellis, Monticello; Dr. Guy Wells,
who will welcome the guests to Harrison; Catherine Hart, ColAt the state university, stuG. S. C. W.; Mrs. T. N. Williams, bert; Lora Hjelton, Sandersville; dents are not watched during exBuena Vista, who will make the Anza Hillhouse, Sylvester; Bov- aminations, no faculty member or
response. Mrs. Williams is the erlie Holland, Claocton;; Clara, proctor is present during tests.
mother of Rosa Blue Williams, Ruth, and May Hollingshead. Students are put on their honor
-vice-president of the Grand- Milledgeville; Vera Hooten, Mil- not to cheat and to report anyone
ledgeville; Julia Home, Macon;
daughters club.
Anne
Hubbard. Milledgeville; cheating.
Miss Louise Smith, president Alice Humphries. Milledgeville; EDITOR PHILIP HAMMER—
c>: the-alumnae association, will' Josephine Jenni"?'?, Milledgeville;
make the introductions of Mrs.' Sue Lindsey, J r v i r r n : Elizabeth head of" the Daily Tar Heel, stuAtkinson and the special guests, Lucas, Reynolds; Rebecca Lylo, dent Tvjblicaticn, ana chairman
and also make the necessary an- Dawson; Margaret McClure. Ac- •of the student government comnouncements. Musical selections worth; Celeste McCranie. Willa- mittee in charge of the investigawill be given by the college or- coochee; Betty McDowell, At- tion at the university, writes,
chestra and the a Capella choir. lanta; Evelyn McNair, Stapleton; "North Carolina university is
Lunch will be served soon after Catherine Mallory, Savannah: southern liberalism in three square
the chapel program1, which will Sara Malone, Monticello; Ann miles. Its 60-year-old honor
be followed by the afternoon's Elia'oeth Manning; and Frances: system, self - administered , by
entertainment, and taking pic- Manning, Barnwell, S, C ; Betty students, is the last word in libtures of the class and dormitory Matthews, Atlanta; Mattie Jo eral theory which holds that our
having the most parents present. May, Lincolhton; Harriett Min- youth shall be guided- by its own
cey, War then; Frances Mitchell, aggregate sense c-f right and
1
Hazelhurst;-'Flo-ride Moore. Mil- wrong. Cherished, but rusting, '
ledgeville; Louise Morgan, Rock- this honor system bends at the
Uniform Parade
mart;
Julia Morton, Gray; Claire inevitable breaking point, the
(Continued from page 1)
Mosely,: Lyons; Helen Mosely, necessity of reporting breaches of
Byron;,-,Frances Muldrow, Mil- honor. A system of reporting vioKathryn ., Nelson, lators is desirable only, when,it
": the faculty alumnae members in ledgeville;
springs -from- an acute- honor conthe Uniform Parade; senior 'stu- Reidsville; Willena Nolan, Sesciousness which seeks to punish
noia;
Beryl
Pope,
Barwick;
Cora
dents, Mabelle Swan, Brunswick.
calenders of the moral coile. WithSara Calhoun, Mount Vernon, Pryor, DdS'ota; Margaret "Sandout that consciousness the system,
ers,
Arlington;
Eivelyjn
-Senn,
Sara Owen, LaGrange.
Dawson; Kathryn Sessions, Mil- is offensive, worthless, mechanThose in the modern fashion ledgeville; Martha Simpscn, Nor- ism based on espionage. At Caroshow will be Alice Duncan, Dub- crcss; Sara S. Simpson, Norcross; lina the 'system' has been emphalin; Ruth Ridgleway, CJanon; Virginia
Smith,
Sandersville; 'sized and honor consciousness,
Mary Adams. Boston; Martha Mary B. Starr, Cordele; Mary L. the fundamental sought for is forHarrell, Quitman; Catherine Cal- Stokes, Gordon: Nell Stokes, .gotten.
houn, Savannah; Avlona Athon., Gordon; Miriam Touchton, Doug"So repugnant has the 'system'
Macon; Vida Thurmond, Midville; las; Frances Turner, MilledgeIma Styles, Bovvden.
ville5; Willene Upshaw, Clare become through such an interpreThe dramatic skit sponsored by Ware, Warrenton; Mildred Wat- tation that students, refuse to rethe Jesters will be given by Claire son, Wellston; Emily Williams, port violations. It is not a quesMosely, Lyons; Sue Lindsey, Ir- Sylvania; Rosa Blue Williams, tion of net understanding that rewinton; Frances Daniel, Orlando, Buena Vista; Mary Carey Willis, porting is a secondary element,
Fla:; Catherine Mallory, Savan- Columbus; Eloise Wilsons Lum- important only as a spontaneous,
accepted means to maintain an
nah.
ber City.
effective group responsibility. ToThose in the Dutch dance will
day the 'system', repulsive to all,
be Marguerite Spears, Mansfield;
y- Vallie Enloe, Atlanta; Grace Colremains an untouchable skeleton,
lar, Atlanta; Charlotte Edwards, pupils per day. It is called "The while honor, the end, has been
Savannah; Millie Moses, Chicago, Arizona Sunshine School"., They neglected, thrown to individual
111.; Carolyn Crockett, Bradenton. recently put on a festival called caprice. Only one out of 10 stuFla.; Libby Smith, Atlanta; Eolyn "The Playroom at Night", which dents will report a breach of
Greene, Macon; Helen Dale Par- was attended by a large number honor."
rish, Baxley; Mary Greene, De- of people. This festival is an anTHE UNDERGRADUATE
catur; Lora McPhaul, Doerun; nual presentation of the school
WORLD—
which closed in May for the seaFrances Adah-, Carnesville.
son.
from the Pacific to the Atlantic
A
recent
letter
to
alumnae
ofwill
abide by the decision of the
GSCW GIRL OPERATES
EXCLUSIVE SCHOOL fice from Marvine 'Lanier (Mrs. student committee of the Carolina
Anna Ellson Mrs. P. W.) Hod- R. B.) Johnson, says that the peo- university as to the value of the
ges alumna, and her husband, are ple of Tuscon regard the Hodges honor system. In no other unioperating one of the most exclu- school as one of their more im- versity has it been put to such
sive private schools for children portant civic assets. Marvine en- a test, nowhere else has its rein the state of Arizona. The closes subscriptions for the Alum- tention or abolition meant so
school is located at Tuscon and nae Journal for herself and fcr much to the individual student.
is for both day and boarding Mrs. Hodges and states that they The results of the survey, to say
pupils. The average attendance _are enjoying the magazine and the least, will be interesting to
follow.
this season has been over sixty!. wish it success.
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GREETINGS TO PARENTS
Be Sure to Visit us at
CHANDLER'S AND UNION DEPT. STORE

STUDENTS CHANGE OFFICIAL

(Continued from page one)
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Station; Consulting Chemist and
Collaborator Fertilizer Research
with the Tennessee Valley Authority; and is now connected
with the University of Tennessee.
He is a member of Sigma XI, Phi
Kappa Phi, Kappa Alpha, Acacia,
Fellow A. A. A. S., Associate
Editor Soil Science, Board of
Governor's Crop Protection Institute, Referee Soils and Liming
Materials Association,
Officer
Agricultural Chemists, American
Chemical Society Agronomy, Past
President Association
Official
Agricultural chemists, and is now
Lieutenant Colonel in the Chemical Warfare Reserve Corps'. Dr.
Maclntire is very prominent in
the field of Agricultural Chemistry and is the author of sevennine publications.
The first Herty Medal was given in 1933 to Dr. Fred Allison
of Auburn for his worn on "Magneto-optic methods of ' Chemical
Analysis." Dr. Charles Herty was
awarded the Herty Medal in 1934
for his perfection of the manu- I
facture of white ipaper from '
Georgia pines. In 1935 Dr. Francis P. Pennington of the University of Virginia was the recipient,
the medal awarded to him for his
work with itanium and for his
famous students.
At the time of the presentation of the award, the Georgia
Section will be entertained by
the Chemistry . Club at a tea at
the boxwood gardens of Westover Plantation and by the college at a banquet. After this, Dr.
Maclntire will deliver an address
on some subject closely allied to
the basis upon which he was selected.
• We offer our congratulations to
the Chemistry Club of G. S. C.
W. for having instigated such a
fine award and to Dr. Maclntire
for his splendid work and recognition. We will be most happy
to have him as a guest on our
campus.

The name "College Government Association" was recently
adopted by the student body to
replace- the former name of the
campus government organization,
"The Student Government Association." This change in name was
voted, en at a special student
body meeting held at chapel for
the purpose of approving the revisions .of the constitution of the
College Government Association.
The name change was deemed necessary to clarify in the minds
oil everyone that such a governmental organization is-' based on
a plan of cooperation between.
students and faculty/ Tire ''new
name is thought to be more-indicative of this arrangement''than
the former ' title of the . association,
">•'.','
•"A special constitution • revision
committee, headed by Sara Ruth
Allmcnd,' has 'been.! working, on
the changes. Other ' membfers. of
the committee were Catherine'
Mallory, Jeane Parker, Elizabeth-"
Stuckey, Grace Greene, and- Myra
Jenkins.
Because of The Excellent •
Patronag* of The G„ S.'C.'W.
Girls, We Extend to Each
Paremfc a Hearty atotiS Sincere
Welcome

HOSE'S'
5c, 10c, 25c • Store

• Welcome Parents. - •

Groom's
Dress Shop

1
This Week; '
Mary Adams
Gefcs an 8 X 10 Photo
FREE

NOTICE

Kodak Films Finished 25c roll

The Spectrums will arrive
from the publishers at an early date and be ready for distribution soon after, according
to an announcement made by
Mildred Watson, Griffin, editor.
Students who have beea
here for three terms will be
given a Spectrum in their respective dormitories. Otherwise, students who desire a
copy of the yearbook, and
have not been in residence for J
It he entire year; will be required to pay as follows:
Fees, per quarter: SI. 10.
To faculty, alumnae, and
others, the fee is S3.50.

25c Roll

CoIIes*etown Studio

Compliments of

Roger's New Store
Medge-viMe, Georgia

BELL'S
Special Sale Graduating

12 Different Kinds Ice Cream

REX CAFE
And
ICE CREAM PARLOR
From a Nickel Hot Dog to
A Banquet
30E301
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Dresses
OrgauQ^tesi Voiles

arcd

Beffihiua.es in Whites

and

Pou
all

leading colors.
$6.75 to $10.00
50 Sport Dresses in all Pastel
Shades—Silk.

S

WELCOME FORMER STUDENTS

$1,00 to 39.00

P

it's a Great Pleasure to Serve Your Daughters as We Served
You During1 Your School Days. May Your Stay be Pleasant.

Iff You Want The Be-34 Shop at

E. E. Bell Co.

WOOTTEN'S BOOK STORE
I0S30

/;

Herty Day
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Senior Play

(Cnntisraed from page ten)

(Continued from page 1)

MiliedQeville's Beautiful Theatre

Ccmple1.ic.ir d' Induction Exvery good in their parts were
erases.
Gwen Weathers, Mount Vernon,
End d: Keurncn Period.
as Lyon Hart; Palacia Stewerc,
Haddock, as Harry Hart; Sara
II. To Club Presidents.
.Eranham, Oxford, as Jack StewA. Please have at least one
representative from your club ert: Weldcn Seals, Waycross. as
present to attend the council, Truly Hunting, a fortune hunter;
banquet and 'business meeting of L.:uise Donehoo,
Atlanta, a-;
the Alumnae Association. We shall Gladden Gay; Vi James, Atlanta,
be delighted to have as many as as Ida Down: Evelyn Senn, Dawcan come. Bring- any 'problems
ycu want discussed to the coun- sen, as Willie Love; Kathleen
Roberts, Gainesville, as Noah Lott;
cil.
Vida Thurmond, Midville, as
B. Please have representaHale, Monroe, as Carlotta; Sarah
tive make a report of your club
'work for the year. This is to bo Owen, LaGrange. as Margaret.
made,at the Business Meeting.
These "in the choruses were:
Please have report written in or- beys., Dot Haster, Cairo, Kathder to save time. Give a copy to
arine Gibson. Augusta; Ima Sty:
the secretary..
les, Bowden; Louise Persons,
III. To Secretaries-of Reunion Monticello; Nellie Burgin, Buena
Classes/
Vista; girls, Miriam Cooper, CoCAMPUS THEATER which was opened last spring. The Campus has a special student rate in
A. All class reunion plans arc lumbus; Ruth Mangham, Ameri- effect at all times. An attractive lounge, located en, the second floor, is available for use for parties
entirely in hands of 'class secre- eus; Frances Hodges, Atlanta: any time. Only the very newest pictures are shown at the Campus
taries and •their committees.
Mary Carey Willis, Columbus;
the editorial star", have served as
B. Secretaries appoint local Minnie Ann Irwin, Sandersville;
Aubry
Elected
"SANITONE WITH SNOW"
"interne" reporters for a year.
arrangement committee to have Alliene Wright, Griffin.
(Continued from page one)
Dresses Cleaned
Misses
Kethley,
Arthur,
and
Holcharge of:
Those in the Old Maids chorus
and
loway, were all members of
1. Decoration of class table for were Jo Fortson, Elberton; Mar- F:r the past year ZAC\ a half she freshman council. Jeane Armour Pressed
50o
has served as assistant to the di- will be president of the ComPHONE
440
banquet.'
tha Han-ell, Quitman; Dot Ellis.
merce club for next year.
2. Any extra plans for class Monticello; Edith Tanner, At- rector of publicity.
Lucy
Caldwell
has
been
a
remeeting, breakfasts, etc.. Meeting'
lanta; Margaret Rucker, Griffin; porter for the past year, and has
may be held in any dormitory
parlor; if arranged for; breakfast Virginia Murray, Fort Valley; proved very capable. She is presiWe Extend to The Parents
may be arranged'•• at the-:-College Martha Joiner, Wrens; Luicle dent of the. International RelaWELCOME TO PARENTIS!
tion
club
for
next
year.
tea room, Atkinson" dining hall or Rogers. Reidsville; P,'at Bryant,
a 31ost Cordial Welcome
Atlanta; Ruth Ridgeway, Canon;
local hotels.
The new business manager has
Williams &. Ritchie
served as an advertising assist3. Please let the Alumnae Alice Duncan, Duncan, Dublin.
Weldon Seals has acted as di- and during-''the past year. She
JEWELRY STORE
office know as soon' as.possible
rector,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Max
Noah
has
also
been
a
•
member
of
the
about plans, committees, numb"
expected, and• those "• who -are Louise Donehoo, and Sara Cal- Jesters, and L^eshmajn council.
She was recently elected presiplanning to stay in Bell Hall in houn.
dent
of sophomore commission for
order that we may plans adeMarion 'Baughri, Atlanta, was next year.
quately for your entertainment. stage manager, and Miss MargaDelicious Cakes, Bread, Rolls,
LAWRENCE SHOPPE
Avlona Athon has been adver4. Please write up your class ret Sutton, member of the art
Cookies and Other Efelicacies
tising manager of the Colonnade
reunion activities and leave a department, was, adviser for the
New Shipment of Dresses
for two years. She was chosen
copy in the Alumnae office,
stage effects. Vi James was dance "Miss Posture Queen of G. S. C.
Hosiery and Underwear
5. Members of the class -arc director, and was assisted by Miss
W." in a contest in December.
expected to pay a small amount Margaret Candler, member of the
She was recently elected v/iceto the class secretary to pay for physical education sta-'"f.
president cf the senior class for
postage and other expenses of the
Natalie Purdom, Blackshear, next year.
reunion.
Betty Shell was assistant cirPlease put announcements into acted as pianist and musical diculation
manager of the Colonrector, as'sited by Miss Beatrice
your local papers..
nade this year, and was also on
Horsbrugh, of the music staff.
"A FRIENDLY PLACE TO TRADE"
We are looking forward to your
Marjorie Lanier, Soperton, was the circulation staff last year.
visit with the greatest pleasure. electrician. Sarah Owen was busi- Elizabeth Lucas has been on the
Lets have the biggest and grand- ness manager, and her assitants circulation staff for two years,
est Homecoming ever this year.
were Ashley Home and Ima and has been treasurer of the
Sincerely yours,
Styles, and Nellie Burgin was ad- Granddaughters club this year.
8
LOUISE SMITH, President vertising manager.
All four of the lesser editors on 1 If You've Waited
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SNOW'S

Eberhart Studio

v

Electrik Maid

BINFORD'S DRUG STORE

This Long
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$

to buy that "special" frock for that special occasion, §
then you must want a very particular sort of frock. •»:•

elcome Mothers and Daddies of G.S.C

8

And if you want
a very particular

at home. Lounge and rest rooms open throughout the day.
SPECIAL ON THE SCREEN PARENTS DAY

"See Our-"Special s

"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"'

N EE L

The first outdoor picture in colors ever screened. With Sylvia Sidney and Fred
MacMurray.

Bi-

Macon, Georgia
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Yes, if you have waited this long, then you must be
particular, and Want an unsual frock for the JuniorSenior hop, and the senior dance

Cordially invites you to visit our theatre while in the city and make yourself

:*-"ffnmC._\CT:t'.)'

i

ft
frock, then you should see the ones we have. They'll $
bowl you over just as they did us when we brought ft
them'.
S

A Martin Theatre •..
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